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Yesterday's Movers
Shares End of Day Close % CHG on Day Commodities Yesterday at 17h00 Today at 07h30 % CHG Overnight
Best Performers Gold 1280.59 1280.02 -0.04
Grindrod Ltd 985 15.75 Crude WTI 65.07 63.85 -1.87
ArcelorMittal South Africa Ltd 240 6.19 Brent Crude 73.68 72.80 -1.19

Anglo American Platinum Ltd 34450 3.41
Currency Yesterday at 17h00 Today at 07h30 % CHG Overnight

Worst Performers EURUSD 1.1618 1.1595 0.20
Pretoria Portland Cement Co Ltd 734 -8.59 USDZAR 13.4953 13.4354 0.44
Lonmin PLC 780 -5.91 GBPZAR 17.9294 17.8321 0.54
Aveng Ltd 16 -5.88 EURZAR 15.6784 15.5789 0.63

Indices End of Day Close % CHG on Day Yesterday at 17h00 End of Day Close % CHG Overnight
Shanghai 3021.90 -0.73 NASDAQ 7732.47 7746.38 0.18
Nikkei 22680.33 -0.75 S&P 500 2770.31 2779.66 0.34
ASX 6104.10 0.17 FTSE100 7666.55 7633.91 -0.43
TOP40 51327.70 -1.63 DAX30 13042.38 13010.55 -0.24
*Data as at 08:00am
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Japanese stocks are poised for a breakdown as trade-war angst helps drive the Nikkei 225 lower amid growing concern that Asia's second-largest 

economy will suffer more than most from Sino-U.S. tensions.There are plenty of signs that the Nikkei won't easily bounce back after it failed last 

week to hold above 23,000 for the second time in less than a month.

The retreating euro looks set to guide Asian 

currencies lower. The won is leading a drop in the 

Bloomberg-JPMorgan Asia Dollar Index as 

EUR/USD extends its descent. That comes after 

America's data last week confirmed the 

economy's strength and outgoing New York Fed 

President William Dudley emphasized a need to 

hike rates to slow that expansion.

It's going to be a one-horse race for a while with 

the U.S. accelerating, helped by its own fiscal 

stimulus, and the rest of the world doing little 

more than tread water. That means we enter a 

stronger USD world.
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